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CMB	Surface	of	Last	Sca0ering	

	Cosmic	Microwave	Background	(CMB)	is	a	sample	of	the	density	
structure	on	a	shell	cut	through	the	380,000	year	old	Universe	–		

Using	specialized	radio	telescopes	we	can	measure	it	

	We	are	at	the	center	

All sky map projected on 
a sphere 



Our CMB Telescopes at the South Pole in Antarctica 

BICEP2 2008-2011 

Keck Array 2011-present Keck  

BICEP2 

We have built and operated a 
series of increasingly 

sensitive instruments over 
more than a decade



Next few slides are placeholders for Chao Lin’s slides on 
 
“ what is inflation, why do we believe it, GWs as smoking gun, 
how GW's make the B-mode pattern, it is very faint! (1/20,000,000, i.e. 
for every 20,000,000 photons oriented like his, on average you may get 
20,000,001 oriented the other.) “ 

 A current frontier of CMB research is looking for evidence of 
gravitational waves from the very beginning of the Universe 



Clem Pryke for The Bicep2 Collaboration 

Raw Data – Record with 1000’s of Channels for Years of Time 
Time 50 mins 

Telescope Movement 

Sum of detector pairs 

Difference of detector pairs 

➢  Scanning over lumpy atmosphere 
→ “clouds” 

➢  Pair difference still clean 
→ atmosphere is unpolarized 

 



Clem Pryke for The Bicep2 Collaboration 

Compress 100’s TB raw data to maps 



Clem Pryke for The Bicep2 Collaboration 

    Total Polarization Map 

Scale: 

Make an ultra sensitive map of a small piece of the sky 
E-mode dominated pattern – no obvious curl component 



Clem Pryke for The Bicep2 Collaboration 

     Extract B-mode Contribution 

Scale: 

Use “matrix purification” technique to extract B-mode 
Signal is tiny in both absolute and fractional sense –  
need rigorous control of experimental systematics! 



Unfortunately we are in a galaxy! 

The interstellar space within our galaxy 
contains dust grains 
They are very cold but they still glow 
thermally in microwaves 

Earth 

View out 
of plane 

View in 
plane 



Maps at Multiple Frequencies, to Power 
Spectra, to Likelihood Analysis 

Take cross spectra, and then  the 
joint likelihood of all the spectra 
simultaneously vs. model for signal 
+ foregrounds (after millions of 
CPU hours of simulations) 

End up with basically one (very important) 
number! But must have rigorous 

uncertainty quantification. 



What	Might	We	Get	Out	of	This	
IniRaRve?	

•  New	ideas/methods	to	improve	our	analysis.	
– Machine	learning	algorithms	for	low	level	data	
selecRon/validaRon?...	

– New	foreground	separaRon	algorithm	ideas?	
– Direct	likelihood	analysis	from	maps	to	cosmological	
constraints?	

– More	efficient	methods?...	

•  Perhaps	collaboraRons	
– Maybe	joint	funding	proposals	to	NSF	CISE	programs?	
–  (we	always	struggle	to	get	enough	resources	for	the	
very	necessary	data	analysis)	


